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1. Introduction

Tigemaxo: location & classification

• one of 4 varieties of the Bozo cluster in central 
Mali 

• North West subbranch of Mande, 
Niger-Congo 



Tigemaxo: typological traits

• Mande-typical   S-Aux-O-V-X syntax 

• gram. relations via syntactic position only

• no noun classes

• a clear formal noun-verb-distinction

• little inflectional morphology

• extended lexical morphology for N and V

• nominal possession by juxtaposition only (no 
alienable/inalienable distinction) 

• a reflexive passive

• two lexical tones 



Action Nominal (AN):

a verb derived to a noun, 

while retaining its event semantics, 

hence “action nominal” or “verbal noun”,

e.g. in English: to jump > a jump



main points of this presentation:

• overview of morphology and syntax of ANs

• incorporating type of ANs

• discourse functions: 

why choose ANs among alternative 
expressions?



2. Morphology
different types of Verb-to-AN derivation

• zero derivation:

verb > AN glosses semantics of AN

belẽẽbelẽẽ twirl > whirling action

bɛdɛ stick, glue > gluing action



• nasalization of final vowel:

verb > AN glosses semantics of AN

fuoli defend 

> fuolĩ > defense action

maani instruct

> maanĩ > instruction action



• nasalization+ lengthening of final vowel:

verb > AN glosses semantics of AN

siga doubt

> sigãã result

tonbo accumulate 

> tonbõõ > accumulation result



• other segmental changes:

verb > AN glosses semantics of AN

be come 

> bila > coming result

tugu do on purpose 

> tugĩ > purposeful doing action



• change of tone pattern: 

verb > AN glosses semantics of AN

bùɔ̂ block way

> búɔ̂ > dyke result

fúúnû grind

> fúúnù > dust on ground result



A short note on the semantics of ANs: 

action or result reading?

(nomen actionis versus nomen acti)

pluralization test: 

*PLURAL > action nominal

+PLURAL > result nominal

result nominals are more easily countable 
entities than action nominals



3. Syntax
noun-like behaviour in all nominal slots

(a) clause initially: subject 

(1) ã bila gu lema n te
2S coming DEF please 1S POST

‘I am glad you came.’

(lit. : Your coming has pleased me.)



(b) AN in object slot between Aux and V: 
light verb construction (LVC)

(2a) xa gaana a laidu n te
2P PFV 3S promise 1S POST

(2b) xa gaana a laidu    lee n te
2P PFV 3S promise take 1S POST

‘You have promised it to me.’

AN + V [semantically bleached]
laidu + lee



(c) AN postverbally: 
complement noun clause

(3a) koɲa gu ĩ xeri be sele
griot DEF RFL refuseCONN sing

(3b) koɲa gu  ĩ xeri sele ga
griot DEF RFL refuse singing POST
‘The griot refused to sing.’

Note: 
similarities between (3a) infinitive construction 
and (3b) AN construction; 
both, ANs and infinitives are considered nonfinite 
verb forms!



(d) AN in adverbial function, 

pre- or post-clausal position:

(4)xai   jiɛ lɔɔ-na xɔɔrɔ i
1P eating finish-RESULT.PRT behind POST

‘after having finished our eating’



4. ANs of the ‘incorporating type’
Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1993: Nominalizations. 

languages with action nominals 

and noun incorporation

“There is also a theoretical possibility that a 
language with productive incorporation within the 
realm of finite verb forms 

can derive complex action nominals from the 
corresponding complex verbs. […]

(underlined by T.B.)



However, it remains unclear for me whether action 
nominals can incorporate their Ps.”

K-T’93:188-189

(“Ps”= patients, objects of transitive clauses)

Tigemaxo illustrates just this: 

productive noun incorporation 

and the compound action nominals 

derived from them, 

with the Patient incorporating:



(5a) n ga haana jii xẽẽ
1S IFV must water scoop

‘I have to scoop water.‘

(5b) jii-xẽẽ nɔɔ lɔmɔ kuono n  te 

water-scooping FOC only remain 1S POST

‘waterscooping is all I still need to do.’

Note:

jii = P (‘patient’/dir. object) in (5a),

incorporates to 1st part of complex AN in (5b)

incorporating ANs are common and productive 
in Tigemaxo. 



5. Action Nominals in Discourse 
why choose ANs among alternative expressions?

Koptjevskaja-Tamm (1993, chap. 12.5)

mentions two main uses: 

text compressing and text elaborating

(a) text compressing use 

in Tigemaxo: 

with AN in all but direct object functions



(6) jiele-xudu-xɛɛ n xɔrɔ̃ ye   ma.
mash-ball-chewing  AUX  hard 3P  POST

‘Chewing mash balls is hard for them.’

• verbs with an incorporated object denote well 
specified actions: 

to chew not just anything, 

but to mash-ball-chew

• nominalized object incorporations >

extremely compact expression of an action as 
an entity:



(6)jiele-xudu-xɛɛ n xɔrɔ̃ ye   ma.
mash-ball-chewing  AUX  hard 3P  POST

‘Chewing mash balls is hard for them.’

• clause reduction, typification, giving a ‘name’
to a frequent action: 

compound ANs typify the Patient-Verb-
complex of a transitive action 

> valency reduction 

• here in clause-initial position: 

event as sentence topic

• backgrounded information



(b) text elaborating use 

AN in direct object function: 

Light Verb Constructions (LVC)

LVC gloss verb gloss
dawarẽ xari ‘plan attach’ daware ‘plan’

xabaru se ‘news say’ xabaru ‘inform’

laidu lee ‘promise take’ laidu ‘promise’

• AN + V[semantically bleached]

• semant. equivalent to the simple verb form

• more redundant

• easier to remember



• reader/hearer can predict structure and 
meaning earlier, can process it easier

• greater possibility of argument reduction, thus 
typification of the event:

to promise someone something 

> to make a promise

(after Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1993:269-270)



6. In Lieu of Conclusion: styles of speech
in Tigemaxo: literary register of older people has 

a preference for compact, nominal style: 

• non-verbal predication 

• ANs in non-verbal predication 

• compound action nominals

ANs and noun incorporations are alike in their 
compactness, 

a compound AN derived from a noun 
incorporation is perhaps the most compact 
manner to express an event.



Hopper & Thompson (1984:746) state that 
nominalizations qualify as metaphors, 

something abstract treated as something 
concrete, 

e.g. an event (verb) as a thing (noun).

“That is why languages have nominalization 
processes, where an abstract event is treated as a 
concrete entity”


